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Silver Saber
ToTopCadet
At Review

Deadline For Entrants.
In Mayoralty Campaign
Is Extended To Friday

Annual Inspection
Set For May 10
By

pus

Committee Chairman Robertson Says
Similar Situation Occurred In 1949

DAVE GETCHELI.

At this time the mayoralty campaign looks like the primary
stages of the 1949 campaign, Bill Robertson. mayoralty committee
The color and ceremony of the
chairman, said last Monday.
annual federal inspection and milWith Monday, April 30. the original deadline for registration
itary review will be climaxed this
of candidates, only one man had registered on that date.
year with the presentation for the
Robertson added that the campaign stands in danger of being
first time of a silver sabre to the
!a xvalk-away for the lone candidate. "It reminds me of the cam•paign two years ago,- he said. "At that
outstanding graduating R.O.T.C.
only candidate for the office. Then, after(
!;
student.
!he scheduled registration deadThe review will take place on
The All-Nlaine basketball team compriscs the university's
line. AI Harrington tossed his hat
the athletic field, Thursday. May
top woman basketball material as chosen from a group of candiinto the race. Finally, as many
dates among- the intramural players by the team captains and
10. at 9:25 a.m., and will be folremember, an even later registrant
the
managers. The WA. Council sanctioned the iinal choices. ;entered and wim the title
lowed by special awards. demonof camFrom left to right (front row): Isadore Stearns. Jane Ingraham
mayor."
strations, and class exercises. The
and Ruth Johnson. Back row: Leta Strickland. Elizabeth Zaitlin, Deadline Extende
d
visiting inspecting officers from
and Cora Tillie Laverty.
(Photo by
First Army headquarters and the
I On Tuesday morning the mayoralty Fifty-thr
ee visiting faculty members
New England Sub-Area, accom: committee met and decided to extend
will
join the resident faculty at the
; the deadline for candidates until 6 p.m.
panied by It. Col. William M.
i Frielay. May 4. All interested candi- U. of M. summer session this year,
Summers, head of the military
dates arc urged to either contact according to a catalog just off the
department. and Dr. Arthur A.
Roberto:: or leave their names at the L'niversity presses.
Hauck, president of the univer! Assistant Dean of Men's office, top The summer session, July 2 to Aug.
sity, will preside at the cere10.
offer nearly 175 courses over
monies.
The Women's Student Government Smart, Lenore Dinsmore. Sarah floor. !.ihrary.
wide
a
range
to topics.
Medals To Be Astarded
Robertson summed up the additional
Association assembly will be held to- Bouchard. and Marguerite Floyd.
In
•
le
addition
nefits
for
to the regular program,
the mayor-elect as the
Gold, silver, and bronze medals will morrow morning at 9:45.
Mary Dean Yates will summarize
there
me
as
will
be
those
16 special three-week
received
last
year, plus a
be awarded respectively to the out- The annual report
of this year's offi- the events of the New England con- . blanket pass to all public
courses
ranging
in subject matter
campus
standing senior, junior, and sophomore
accers will be given. Announcement of ference for vomen student leaders ti-ities. and a special insignia
from
"Techniq
ues
of Supervisory
of
students in the three military units, new wsGA
officers and the \VA.:\ which was held at Bates College over'office. He added that representatives Home Econornie,," to "The Mature
Signal. Infantry, and Artillery.
the past week end.
fenn Bangor and OH Town are ex- Mind."
Medal awards will also be made to officers will be made at this time.
Students in ml the entire New Eng- pected to present the
winner with the There
also he several elemenA feature of the assembly will be a land area met at Bates and
the outstanding freshman cadet and
discussed le ys t., :',eir communities. while tary crtIlege courses
designed to meet
skit
written
by Marilyn Vaughn de- problems pertimnt to college life
the neatest cadet. A gold medal will
0.-ouo o • -till pending.
the
needs
of
full-sea:e
ster freshmen
picting
Women's
Student
be presented to the highest scoring
Government such as the honor system. orientation,
who want to start their education this
—
basic R.O.T.C. student, and a silver as it was in the past and as it is today. and the place of college vomen in
simmer.
medal will go to the highest scoring This skit is tile highlight of the as- changlng world.
sembly
Conferen
which
ess Scheduled
brings to women stuadvanced R.O.T.C. student.
Automatic excuses from classe- will
dents
the
procedur
es
of
the
associati
on be given all women students because
Corference: ot: Beading. Business
It is expected that Mr. Alfred LingEd:Ica...ion, :led Parent-Teacher leaderley. president of the Maine Alumni, which directly affect their campus life. the assembly is compulsory for them.
Harold C. Harmon. a senior majorwill be present to make the award of Those in the skit are Dottie McMary Jean McIntire is in charge of
bs t-hli:Thts
the sessien.
ing in genet-Al agriculture, received the
:.vill a series of &Tee twening lecthe silver sabre to the outstanding Cann, Beverly Chadeayne. Frances arrangements for the assembly.
Mu Alija E! lon music award Fri- tsre- hy noted Am :rican writers. A
graduating R.O.T.C. student.
day night at the seventh annual Music
of for neasical esemts has
The following cadet officers mai,
Nlemori:.
Night
1
in
Gym.
Prof.
%t
o,
Lewis
plan.ie I. w hid, will inclule
up the R.O.T.C. battalion staffs:
Nicol. head of the music department. tlteI Eel• Ntotiteux Charnb:r Music
Regimental Staff—Col. George S\
male the ore mation.
Croup ir,,:a Hancocl7, where Pierre
"The dreadful error of trying to Require Of 1.•:- peeed L oi M.'s
(Continued on Page Six)
Haman.
voted the award as Mont 'ax. conductor of the San Franredeem man from within society has mama! Embassy week.
"I
-e
t
eretribm
ing the most to cisco Symphony Orchestra. directs a
produced modern totalitarianism," Dr. Appealin
g to the individual conadvan
•e•nert
ei
music on the ounnter school for conductors.
Ludwig I.ewisohn told a general as- science,
Lewisohn expressed the opin- M eine car r-us ,hring his or her col- Ti'e sunny. r
Nvh:ch atmuary
sembly last Monday morning. Dr. ion that
man eeeds redemption and lee e caret -." 1-1,• has been president !Irr:e• a larfse tinriber of teachers
to
Lewisohn's address. "What Does God that
the redemption of man was of Mu Altlia Edsi'an. drum major and oroei for advanced work, is also d
planned to conic not frem within so- ste.lent a.ler of the band. and presi- signed "to meet the
or regularly
ciety but from "within the individual." dolt of the orchestra.
Students in the two-year agriculturenrolled college students and those
"The improvement of man has
al program will have their first formal
lIs- is the leader of the 1951 Main: who seek cultural and professional
been sought win society and not
y hand and Graduation Band and growth in specific fields." accorelieg
graduation exercises since the inauguMaine Day. according to the from God for the pest 100 years."
.rects a class in hand leadership. to Dean Mart; R. Shibles
ration of that program in 1903. The
graduation ceremonies will be held on university calendar. is sched- It is this that has hr(aight forth the
Friday. May 4. at 4:30 p.m. in the uled this year for May 9. less Communistic concept of the pre-emmi!ewe of society. the educator said.
Little Theatre.
than a week away. In view of
"When man cea-es to worship God.
Guest speaker for the event will be that. today's issue of The
worships idols.- the Brandeis L'nilu
Mr. Harold J. Shaw. an alumni Maine Campus contains a
veryite
Frofes,or cianinued. Ceennmtrustee of the university. and a gradu- special feature, the Maine
ate from the two-year agricultural Day Supplement. In its four nism is the current idol, the speaker
told the assemblage of students and
:'e suitsthe campus-wide Sreretary: I 1:irri,t I.ihnsi mu
rogram in 1914.
pages the supplement confaculty.
election held yesterday are as Treasurer: Leonard Silver
President r:lair A. I Tauck will tains articles telling the Maine
A full schedule of semit ars. panels. folmm 'v s:
ATHLETIC BOARD
preside at the ceremonies. Associate DaV story.
dinners. and church services w as held GENER AI. SENAT
President: Richard Dow
E
Pean Winthrop C. Libby. of the ColBesides a complete list of throorlt NVedneolay.
N ice President: RI apert Whyh ge of Agriculture, will award the projects workers, it includes
President: Wm. Gregor Mactix-k
graduation certificates to the. 23 two- stories on the float parade,
farlan
St:1g
Junior
Dance
year students.
Dates
Member: U1.141-1
Open
Vice President: Linwood Carthe exchange breakfast, the
Churchil
l
Following the formal exercises there Nlaine flat sldt, and the Inville
OrgaeizatiimS it ishieg to secure
Sophomore Mt:rarer: Gorham
ve ill be a dinner for graduates, their terfraiernity Sing. The sup- dices for stag dances next year !should Secretary: Helena Mehlhorn
T Itissev
1; iniliec and guests, and alumni in plenient is published through ate,ly i:t writing to the
Social Affairs Treasurer: Diane Draper
SENIOR CLASS PARTS
Italentine !tall at 6:45 p.m. John the cooperation of the Maine Co:um:toes, 07 Library.. as soon
as SR X OFFICERS
Chaplain: John B.
Staley. alumni secretary. will he the Day committee and the staff pooible. Dates will he assigned in
President: Patrick Dionne
Ode: Jasper Bull
speaker at the banquet.
of The Wain,. Campus.
the order of thy receipt of application. X ire Prr-itirint: pat I T urley
Histor : Russ 'Meade

Visiting Faci_Aty
Aids In Teach:ng
Summer Session

Sk Wil! Feature WSGA
Assembly Tomorrow Morning

I

I

1

Fcrold C. Harmon
Wins Musq: Award

Lewisohn Appeals To individual

FirstGraduaf;on
For Agaie Unit

Special Section

Election Results Announced:
Macfarlan Is Senate President
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"When The Boug h Breaks" Will
Be Presented By Masque

if You Hove Lost It
Registrar's Office
May Still Have It

Naval Reserve Unit Program
Outlined By Lt. Comdr. Dekin

rently in the hands of a New York
agent awaiting production.
If you've lost it, the Registrar's ofProfessor Whitney has published fice has it! That busy office in the
many short stories and articles, but Administration Building could outfit
this is his first serious attempt as a everything from a threadbare student
playwright.
to a stripped office desk. It is rapidly
19.
May 16 through
acquiring the appearance of a second
Conference
Education
Professor Whitney was born in
hand clothing store and pawn shop.
Richmond, Maine, but grew up in Will Be Held May 4-5
Some of the merchandise up for
Bangor. He was graduated from
Faculty representatives from 29 claim is well worth the trouble of an
Bowdoin in 1923, and received his New England colleges and universities afternoon walk over for identification.
master's degree in Arts from Har- will meet here May 4-5 for the eighth There are multi-colored gloves to fit
New England Conference on
vard in 1935. He worked five years annual
the hands of either sex; a pen and
Education.
Graduate
Butthe
with a magazine staff for
Principal speakers for the two-day pencil collection which could rival that
terick Publishing Co. in New York
"When the Bough Breaks," which event will be Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, of the Bookstore's; glasses and glass
was produced earlier this spring by Dr. Francis E. Rogers, dean of the cases; handkerchiefs and hats; scarves
the Bowdoin faculty group as "One Graduate School of Arts and Science and key chains; jewelry and pipes;
on the House," was written while at Harvard University; Dr. Donald slide rules and padlocks.
Professor Whitney was on leave in F. Hornig, director of chemical reThe only things which haven't been
California last spring. Since then the search at Brown University, and
are the hours of sleep and classfound
the
play has undergrone extensive revi- David B. Widlinger, director of
which so many stuinstruction
room
Institute
the
for
Program
sion. The finished product, which will Fulbright
missing.
sadly
so
are
dents
Education.
International
of
curbe produced by the Masque, is

Associate professor Walter R.
Whitney of the English department
will see his three act comedy, "When
the Bough Breaks," produced by the
Maine Masque Theatre group at the
University of Maine's Little Theatre,

BY TOM

JOHNSTON

Albert A. Dekin, in a Campus interview, this week outlined the program of the Bangor naval reserve unit
which he commands. A lieutenant
commander in the reserves, Dekin is
superintendent of schools in East Corinth.
Dekin's unit, known officially as
Organized Surface Division 1-16, will
accept applications for membership
from anyone who has not received notice from his draft board to report for
a physical examination. Term of enlistment is four years.
Once accepted, the reservist is expected to maintain satisfactory (90
per cent) attendance at the weekly
2-hour drill.
The unit periodically files, with the
draft board, a form showing the attendance record of the reservist. In
practice, Dekin said, it has worked
like this: The draft board has called
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WOOES It-t' STE BETTER
THAN ANY OMIER Cif,;ARETIT
Fine tobacco—and only fine tobacco—can give you
a better-tasting cigarette. And L.S./M.F.T.—Lucky
Strike means fine tobacco. So, for the best-tasting
cigarette you ever smoked, Be Happy—Go Lucky!
How about startin' with a carton—today?

a reservist only when his drill attendance has been unsatisfactory.
Reservist Term-21 Months
Further, membership in the naval
reserve does not prevent the member
from enlisting, at any time, in any service.
Of course, the member would be
subject to call by the Navy. If called
on an involuntary basis, the term of
service would usually be 21 months—
longer or shorter according to the
needs of the service. This contrasts
with the straight 4-year period which
one serves if enlisting in the regular
Navy.
Currently, the new reservist would
receive full equipment but no drill
pay. Under pay status, which is expected to resume shortly, the reservist would draw $2.50 per drill period
as a seaman recruit. This figure increases with time and with increased
ra it g.
Cruises In Summer
The reservist may move according
to ability up through the enlisted ratings. He may not qualify for a commission in such a unit.
An annual 2-week cruise (tour of
duty) is expected of each reserve
member. Normally, he would take
this cruise during the summer months.
The first cruise requires attendance
at an indoctrination school. Further
cruises are afloat.
Need 290 Members
The Bangor unit meets every
Wednesday night. Although the drill
periods nominally last two hours, according to Dekin the actual meeting
extends from 7:30 p.m. to about 10:15
p.m.
Current strength of this unit is 81
members. Its authorized strength is
200. Further information on membership can be obtained from the Naval
Reserve Training Center, 402 Essex
Street. Bangor (Tel. 6070).
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Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

The
Merrill
Trust Company
With twolve ef!t cot in
Eastorn Main•

eti.ber Fedora! D•pottit Insurance Corp.

Fordham Lniiersi1)
SCHOOL OF LAW
NEW YORE

Three-Year Day Course
Four-Year Evening Course
CO-EDUCATIONAL
Member Assn. of American
Law Schools
Matriculants must be College graduates and present full transcript of
College record.

is. M.FT-Lucicy Strike Means Rtio.V?c4S5,9.....

ii( gin Sept. 21, 1951
For further information address

Registrar Fordham University
School of Law
302 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.
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Maine Graduate Will Deliver
92nd Commencement Address
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!Phi Kappa Phi To Initiate 49
Thirty seniors, 16 juniors, and three Stockton, Peter Tandy, Jane Walker,
faculty members will be initiated into and Hubert Woodsum.
the Maine chapter of Phi Kappa Phi, Juniors are Remigio Agpalo, Albert
national honor society, on May 16. Ashley, Ruth
Bailey, Calvin Beal,
The initiation will take place in the
Ruth Bridges, Gerald Cope, Arthur
Louis Oakes Room at 6 p.m. A banDowney, Gilbert French, Don Mcquet will follow the event.
Keen, Claire Malcolm, Rita Morancy,
Seniors elected to the society are
Norman Moulton, Patricia Nash,
Sidney Andrews, John Bodey, EllHelen Pendleton, Nancy Pike, and
wood Bragdon. Patricia Bragdon,
Joyce Smith.
Eugene Brown, Curtis Burrell, Eleanor Coney, Edgar Gammon, Robert
Gould, Raymond Hackett, Walter SRA Elects Officers
Hohmann. William Howatt, Amo
Dr. Frank Foster, professor of eduKimball, Charles Kitching.
cation, has been elected chairman of
Also Charles Lewis, Vaughan Mc- the sponsoring board of the Student
Cowan, Douglas McKay, Ralph Mar- Religious Association. Other officers
den, Jerome 31atus, Inge Nachum, elected were Morris Rubin, vice chairAllan Oak, Joseph Pruett, Robert man; the Rev. Elwin Wilson, secrePushaw, George Reed, Mrs. Mary tary and adviser for the MCA; and
Linn Roby, Gordon Smith, Sally Howard Keyo, treasurer.

The deadline for applications for
head of the University of New Hamp- housing in the University Cabins next
shire since last November, was offi- year has been extended to May 12, accially inaugurated as that institution's cording to an announcement this week
from the office of Housing Director
12th president on April 25.
Raymond P. Thomas. May I was the
Following his graduation from the original deadline
ior applications for
U. of M., Dr Chandler was State the $50-per-semester accommodations.
Horticulturist for the Maine DepartThe colony, which consists of 10
ment of Agriculture for two years. cabins and a central
building, has been
He then accepted a graduate assistant's used since the war by
married stuposition at the University of Maryland. dents only. It is
now being reconwhere he received his Ph.D. in 1934. verted for use by
34 upperclassmen
He has since done graduate work at and eight freshmen.
the University of California.
Each of the 10 cabins provides a
For 12 years Dr. Chandler was study-room, kitchen,
two bunkrooms,
professor of forest soils at Cornell toilet, and storeroom. Showers
are in
University. From 1947 until his ap- the central building. Four
students
pointment as acting head of UNH last will reside in each cabin.
fall, he was dean of New Hampshire's
In addition to the usual dormitory
College of Agriculture and director facilities, oil, water, electricity,
and
of the agricultural experiment station. gas will be provided. Students
will
Students tvishing to take the Selecfurnish cooking utensils, tableware,
tive Service College Qualification
and bedding.
Tests and whose religious affiliations
Applications should be addressed to
prevent them from doing so on a
196 Exchcinge St.
Bangor
the Student Aid an.1 Placement office.
Saturday. as scheduled, have been
76 Library.
ARROW DEALER IN BANGOR
granted an alternative by the Director
The c.bi;•s are located at the south47
`1
- VestlillE
of Selective Service.
east corner of the campus near the 1111f131
11111111
11111101
111111=0
:1Usia
'Rainbow R11;:p:=()fly'. is the theme trailer colony.
Previously, the tests were scheduled
.1
ii
of
the
atr,
ual
Panhellenic Formal
to be held on May 26, June 16, and
Thomas arld.-d that he hopes the
June 30. Another date has been desig- which is to be held tomorrow night in relatively low rent figure can be
nated. Thursday, July 12, and is ar- Memorial Gym from 8:30 to 1 a.m. permanent. tr.:I- it may have to be adranged only for those registrants
!Jusic for the colorful springtime justed according to operating costs
whose
religious affiliations prevent event will be provided by the Maine after the fall semester.
their taking the test on Saturday.
Men, and, as a highlight of the evening,
the newly-elected Panhellenic
Procedure Listed
Wendle To Discuss Items
president
plus the six incoming sororiWhen such a registrant indicates
:iis desire to apply for the test to be ty presidents will be introduced at in- Affecting Reserve Officer
given on the special date, SSS Form termission.
Major Hugh M. Wendle will speak
The new officers will be presented at
No. 106 and SSS Form No. 107 shall
a Scabbard & Blade meeting toYou'll be the gayest dog on
be used, except that SSS Form No. with bouquets by the retiring presi- night. at
7:30. in 15 Coburn Hall. He
106 shall be altered by drawing lines dents of their respective organizations. will discuss methods
campus in your new ...
of calling reserve
through the dates "May 26" and President of the present Panhellenic officers, pay and
longevity, short tours.
"June 16" and the boxes appearing Council is Winnie Ramsdell. Other and other pertinent
items. A short
ARROW SPOUTS SHIRTS
c,pposite those dates. Also the date retiring leaders include Val Smith, business meeting
will also be held.
"June 30" shall be crossed out and Alpha Omicron Pi; Joanne Mayo. All members are urged
to attend.
"July 12" written in at the left of Chi Omega; Bernie Stein, Delta DelMajor James P. Carey, who spoke
the space now occupied by the date ta Delta: Eleanor Mower, Delta Zeta; before the military
society last week.
"June 30." The registrant should then Terry O'Reilly, Pi Beta Phi; and will leave for active
duty as security
complete the two boxes opposite "July Betty Russell, Phi Mu.
officer at Westover Field. Mass.. May
11."
Chaperons for the dance include Dr. 9, Major Carey spoke on the benefits
Students taking the Qualification and Mrs. E. Reeve Hitchner and Mr. of Scabbard & Blade membership.
Tests are to report to 6 Stevens Hall and Mrs. Will Oliver. Among the
at 8:30 a.m. on the date of their ex- special guests will be Dean and Mrs.
amination. The tests will begin at Elton E. Wieman, Mr. and Mrs.
9:00 a.m. and will last until 12:30 Charles E. Crossland. Dean Edith G.
Wilson. and Mr. and Mrs. Parker
with a half hour break.
Cushman.
!..cating Space
Information from Dr. Crawford,
Shirley Lang of Pi Beta Phi is YOU MUST TRY
the faculty member who is supervis- chairman of the Panhellenic Formal
ing the examinations, states that committee. Others included on this
facilities are available for 500 stu- committee are Joan Folsom, Delta
dents to take the tests on May 26. Stu- Zeta; Debby Williams, Delta Delta
dents taking the tests on that date Delta; Delores Amergian, Alpha Omiwill be assigned to the various class- cron Pi; Judy Ripley, Chi Omega:
rooms in Aubert, Wingate, Coburn, and Caroline Beckler, Phi Mu.
and Stevens Hall.
A slight change in procedure has
Miss Lilian Avila, instructor in
been posted for students submitting Romance Languages, will be chairGabardines
an application to take the tests. In- man of a meeting of the Maine ChapPlaids
stead of sending to a Selective Ser- ter of the American Association of
vice Board to obtain an application Teachers of French to be held here
Island Prints
form, students may now obtain this Saturday, May 19. "French in Maine"
MI with the
necessary form at 1 North Stevens.
is to be the theme of the meeting.
Dr. Robert F. Chandler, Jr., a graduate of the U. of M. in the class of
1929, will be the speaker at Maine's
92nd commencement exercises on Sunday, June 17.
Approximately 800 seniors and 50
graduate students will hear the newly
inaugurated president of the University of New Hampshire before taking
their degrees.
For the third consecutive year graduation exercises will be divided into
morning and afternoon sessions.
Dr. Chandler, who has been acting

Extra Date Set
For Draft Test
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Rainbow Rhc<psody
To Be Theme For
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"OLD HOME BREAD"
The Bread with the old style flavor
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Help Your Spring Semester along
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Publtshed Thursdays during the college year by students of the University
of Maine. Subscription rate: 7k per semester. Local advertising rate: 6k per
column inch. Editorial and business offices 4 Fernald Hall. Telephone Extension
52. Member Associated Collegiate Press. Represented for national advertising
by Rational Advertising Service Inc., College Publisher's Representative, 429
Madison Ave., New York 17, W. Y. Entzred as second Class Matter at the Post
°thee, Orono, Me.

LiLtan Here, George...

Sluggard's-Eye Look At Ants
This seems to be Local-Boy-Who-Made-Good-Returns-ToThe-Scene-Of-His-Youth semester.
At the February graduation Harland A. Ladd, state commissioner of education, delivered the commencement address.
He graduated in 1925.
Tomorrow afternoon Harold Shaw, an alumni trustee, will
deliver the commencement address to the graduates of the twoyear agriculture course. He is a two-year Aggie graduate himself.
On May 14, Dr. Alvin C. Eurich, president of the State
University of New York, will be the speaker at the 24th annual
Scholarship Recognition Day assembly. He was an instructor
here for two years and received his M.A. from the U. of M. in
1926.
At the ninety-second commencement, June 17, Dr. Robert
F. Chandler, Jr., president of the University of New Hampshire,
will deliver the principal address. He graduated in 1929.
There must be a good deal of personal satisfaction in being
called upon to address the student body of one's alma mater. It
would seem to indicate in a personal way that one has attained
a certain level of riches, position, or scholarship.
Scholarship is a word of many meanings. Webster's Collegiate Dictionary defines it as (1) character or qualities of a
scholar and (2) a foundation for the aid or support of a scholar
or student, as in college. But there is another meaning, much
harder to define, which transcends the dictionary definitions.
This third definition is well-known to the four men mentioned above. It might be called the spirit of learning, the possession of which distinguishes scholars from students. It can be
obtained from books, but it is more than words and ideas. All
the A ristotles, Lockes, Jeffersons, and Paines had it. Adam
Smith had it, as did Karl Marx, Immanuel Kant, Shakespeare,
and Shaw.
It is probably unnecessary to say that every matriculant will
not become a scholar, or a possessor of scholarship of the third
variety. Many have not the ability to acquire it; others have not
the incentive. It is of that small group who have the ability and
incentive, and therefore a chance of attaining that third type of
scholarship, that we wish to speak here.
By stating our hypothesis mathematically we find that this
is a case where one (character or qualities of a scholar) plus two
(aid from a foundation) sometimes equals three (third type of
scholarship). Not always, but sometimes.
Scholarship, then, is something not easily acquired. It deserves recognition. It is for this reason that U. of M. has for
23 years held an annual Scholarship Recognition Day.
The main business of Scholarship Recognition Day is to
award foundation aid; its main purpose is to recognize academic
achievement.
We do not wish to imply that all who receive scholarship
aid at the Scholarship Recognition Day assembly on May 14 are,
or will ever be, scholars. Academic achievement is not synonymous with scholarship of the third type. Only a few of them will
achieve scholarship. We students who have no hope of attaining
it can promote it by recognizing its existence and encouraging
those who are potential scholars.
W. S.
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"Bcfer watch th:.- 1 Chem student—last 1111:8 he went around
faund sawdust in the potato szdad!"

sa7in'

Between The Lines
By Btu

MATSON

Dear Mom and Dad,
ing some of the summer in training,
You know, its a funny thing, I was and I couldn't see giving up my valuthinking today how two years ago, able freedom away from college for
when I was a junior at the University such folly.
of Maine, I took a million and one
That exhusted all my chances to
mental and physical exams to get become an officer, and before I
knew
myself a "deal" in the armed services. it, I was called to take my pre-inducDo you remember how I first be- tion physical exam for the army. After
came enthnsed with an officer training I had been classified as physically
fit
program that was designed by the for military service, the President
air force? However, both of you came out with a scheme to defer coltalked me out of that one because
lege students on the basis of academic
you thought that four years was too standing in one's respective class and
long a time for me to spend in the ser- the results of a special college defervice.
ment test. And remember how happy
The next thing I thought of was the I was when my local draft board
NROTC, but as you know, my math informed me that I had done extremely
isn't too good, and I failed the exam. well on the test?
I then tried to get into the advanced
Not too much else to say except
ROTC at Maine, but it entailed Satur- that as soon as my promotion to
day classes, so I changed my mind corporal goes through, I should be in
rapidly.
line for a furlough. I hope to see you
I figured that my next best bet was soon.
to attend the Marine Officers Platoon
As ever,
Leaders School, but that meant spendYour Son

r

MARK WELL
BY Tom JOHNSTON

Brotherhood Week passed through
here two months ago. Its good effects
are reflected, undoubtedly, in many
phases of campus life. I wish that
some of this good could percolate into
the dark recesses of our drafting department.
I am led to this sad reflection by an
incident connecting that department
with its blueprint dryer. A b.d. works
Walt tichartlian
EDITOR-IN-CIIIEF
something
like the toaster in the bookMary
Ellen
Chalnwr%
BUSINESS MANAGER
store,
where
you see an endless belt
Bob Wilton
NEWS EDITOR
carrying your toast around the heatBill Malmo)
CITY EDITOR
ing unit.
Doug Kneeland
EDITORIAL PAGE EDITOR
Just so with the b.d. A wide canvas
Ben Tucker belt carries the print over several
MAKE-UP EDITOR
DEPARTMENTAL EDITORS—Dana Warren (Sports), Fran Dion
heated drums. There is one difference,
(Society).
though. If you forget to take your
BUSINESS ASSOCIATES: Gerald Robbins, circulation manager; Ellen toast off the belt first trip 'round, all
Stratton, subscription manager; Joan Nutt, assistant circulation manager: is not lost. True, it may be badly
Ben Tucker, assistant business manager; Jean McIntire, Natalie Baraket, burned but
at least you get something
Marjory Robbins, Brice McEwert, Dwight Se well, circulation assistants;
Caroline Beckler, business secretary; Joan Rossi, advertising secretary; back, if only token ashes.
Gorham Hussey, Joan Ames, Pat Wilson, advertising assistants.
Not so with the b.d. Your print
REPORTERS—Mike Posner, Wes Richardson Keith Ruff, Dave Getchell, should be taken off first time it hoves
Dave Brezger, Art Traub, Curt Burrell, Dick Hamilton, Fred Breslin, into sight. Failing this, you have, as
Len Nevens, Roland Mann. Bob Lord, Bill Robertson, Al Mersky, Bill
Loubier, Hugh Lord, Sid Folsom, Jim Barrows, Dave Macken, Ben Pike, legal men would say, "one last
chance." It makes one fleeting second
Tom Johnston.

appearance and then disappears for
good. Let your attention wander for
a split second and you've had it—or
rather you haven't it.
This matter of distraction is not
academic. It is a practical problem,
especially when there passes before
the open door of the print room an
attractive bit of Wildlife, which department maintains an office right
across the hall.
Not long ago, the drafting department took the b.d. apart to remove the
periodic accumulation such attentionwandering begets. What do you think
they found? A book. What do you
think they did with it? They removed
it!
Now just suppose some hapless
draftsman winds up in the innards of
the b.d. Don't you suppose he'd enjoy
the solace a good book would provide
while he's awaiting redemption?
I maintain the drafting department
should replace the book. The really
brotherly thing would be to accompany
it with a ham sandwich.

To the Editor: And to George
Karalekas I want to say that congratulations go to the editors and
contributors of Scare for a fine publication.
Mr. Karalekas' criticism may be
valid if he does not appreciate honest
opinion and light nonsense for a
change from the highly dramatic
stories he may be used to reading in
the "slicks"—maybe Mr. Karalekas
is a New Yorker reader. Anyway,
everyone to his own taste. Scare
makes an attempt to present something
for the whole campus and not for just
the "upper uppers" who maybe have
had their noses too much in Shakespeare and Wordsworth.
By the way, Scare is always looking
for more copy. Why don't you, Mr.
Karalekas, and anybody that has a
desire to put something down on paper
and see his stuff in print, turn your
stuff over to the editors of Scare.
They will be glad to see it.
Special congratulations go to Ted
Gross for his two excellent works.
It is good to see such honesty, sincerity and good taste.
HARRY HENDERSON

Aw, Quit Your Gripin'
To the editor: Just about every issue
of the Campus now contains a gripe
letter, not about something like the
roads or General Senate, but about the
efforts of some individual. I, for one,
am getting rather sick and tired of
those pe.)ple who sit on their thinking
ends all the time and write belittling
letters al)out the efforts of others.
This clinpus is not exactly noted for
the amount of extracurricular efforts
of its student body, but those who do
work should get credit for their efforts.
BILL WHITE

Want A Afghqn?
The date is Saturday
The fourth day of May;
The place is Balentine sun parlor
—Not far away.
It begins at two 'clock
And lasts close to five;
So you see it doesn't matter
Exactly when you arrive.
Inexpensive articles
We plan to have on hand
From dishes, gloves, and potholders,
To a knitted afghan.
Other treats are in store
Of one sort or another;
Perhaps you'll find there
The ideal gift for Mother.
Refreshments will be served
In the form of a tea;
You all are welcome to come,
And the admission is free.
To keep you in suspense
Is what we've tried to do-The occasion is the annual
Bazaar of Phi Mu.
CAROL PRENTISS

Clinic Is Moved
To New Building
The University Health Service clinic has a new home. The clinic's facilities are now located in the Infirmary
building, near the north end of campus.
The old clinic offices, over the Bookstore, are now closed.
Clinic hours at the new quarters
will remain the same: 8:30 a.m. to
noon, and 1:10 to 4:30 p.m. Clinic
offices are on the first floor of the Infirmary building, while the infirmary
facilities are on the second floor.
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1000 Cards
Turned In
For Projects

Second Float Parade
To Be Colorful Show;
25 Entries To Date

Persons Not Listed
Will Be Given Jobs

Dr. Hauck Will Award Dakin Banners
In Both Women's And Men's Groups

Nearly a third of the university's
population is signed up for Maine Day
projects, it was revealed early this
week. Jo Cunningham and John Skillin, co-chairmen of the projects committee, announced that more than 1000
students and faculty turned in their
projects cards before the April 20
deadline.
The deadline was earlier this year
than usual, the chairmen explained, in
order that arrangements might be
made for the exchange breakfast
among the men's and women's dining
halls.
"We realize that many students may
have missed the early deadline," Skillin
said. "They are still welcome to join
the projects groups."
"It will not be necessary for them
to turn in assignments cards," he
pointed out. "Those interested have
only to show up at one of the exchange
breakfasts, and afterwards to join a
project group on the mall."
With the exchange breakfast exCommenting on the significance of Maine Day in the life of the
pected to end about 8 a.m., all proj- University, President Arthur A. Hauck this week issued the followects workers are asked to gather on ing statement:
the mall by 8:15. There they will be
"A successful Maine Day accomplishes three things:
assembled in projects groups, receive
"The campus through work projects becomes a more attractive
equipment, and start out on their place.
morning's work.
"We foster the spirit of friendliness and cooperation which we
Transportation from the mall to the like to identify as the Maine spirit.
more distant project areas will be
"We strengthen our loyalty to one another and to the University.
provided.
-"The committees in charge of the activities have done their part
A list of work projects, project well. They are counting on our enthusiastic participation.
leaders, and assigned workers fol"I am confident that May 9, 1951, will go into the record as a
lows:
happy and productive Maine Day."

Statement By President Hauck
On Observance Of Maine Day

Project No, 1
Planting Ivy at Weit Hall, Corbett,
Dunn
Leaders: Larry Carville, Barb Wigger
Albert Bowerman, Forrest Carmichael, Frances Dion, Marilyn Goldman, Carole Goldsmith, Edward Hanson, Bob Kellogg, Milton Leighton,
Dick McGee, Richard Munger.
Virginia Norton, Mary Noyes,
Raoul Ouellette, Bob Phair, Thomas
Pinkham, Wendell Quimby, Ernest
Smallidge, Henri Tarbe, Joyce Tracy,
Con Van Dusen, Roberta Woodbury,
Jean Young.
Project No. 2
Planting at Animal Pathology Bldg.
Leaders: Al Black, Marilyn Spear
Frank K. Beyer, Barbara Bornheimer, Cliff Card, Jan Cogswell, Esther
Cohen. Harold Eames, William Ellsworth, Harriet McKiel, Alan Sleeper.

No Ticket--No Vote

Students planning to attend
the mayoralty skits on Tuesday night, May 8. should not
forget their athletic passes.
the mayoralty committee
urged this week. To avoid
vote-stuffing, ballots will he
given only to those persons
presenting their athletic tickets.

ARTHUR A. HAUCli
President

Frank Smith, George Upham, M.
Weeman, Arden Young.

Ian:lin
Leaders: Stan Edgecomh,
Margie Thomas
Project No. 3
Herbert Brown, Ed Cianchette,
Planting at Plant Science Bldg.
Paula DeRoche, Earle Tarr, T. FerLeaders: Phil Lord, Diane Draper rington,
Joe Garreau, Aphrodite
Sarah Ames, Sally Arseneault, Lekousi, Pat McCormick, Kathleen
Elliott Barker III, Jean Dolloff, Mitchell, Carol Prentiss, Dorris RamCharles Goodwin, Ronnie Herzberg, say, G. L. Robbins.
Alfred Lowit, Nancy Moulton, SalProject No. 7
vador .Quintanal. Herbert Rose, Farwell Saw in, Edith Snow, Oliver Planting North and North West
Yeaton.
of Athletic Field
Leaders:
John Dineen, Joan Mayo
Project No. 4
Katherine Allen, Anne Austin, AdelPlanting at New Engineering
bert Reedy, Raymond Bushey, Joan
Leaders: Dick Butler,
Gillette, Ehrland Lenz, Bob Pettie,
Joyce 2sfcGouldrick
Ronald A. Schutt, James A. Young.
Irene Anderson, Anne Berman, Dot
Project No. 8
Booth, W. S. Evans, Marilyn GoldPlanting Around Infirmary
man, Bill Gorrill, Richard C. Hill,
Majorie Hill, Mary Lermond, George Leaders: Dick Watson. Ruth Moulton
George Blanchard, Barbara Chase,
Paradis, Eleanor Phillips, S. J. RyckEvan Crafts, Ronald Dow. Jan Grisman, Frank Taylor, G. Wadlin.
wold, Mervyn Libby, Ann O'Mara,
Piojct No. S
Everett Pouliot, Jerry .Wass, Harry
Replanting Elms on College Ave. Yates.
Leaders: Marilyn Kilpatrick,
Project No. 9
Art MacAllister
Cowan:et'
of Walks, Carnegie
Eden Fort, Betsy Grandin, Bob
Leaders:
Dave
Collins, Vera Edfors
William
Lord,
Meyer.
Ralph W. Applegate, Burt Brown,
Project No. 6
Mary Ann Bunker, Roland Collomy,
Planting Cedars at No. Hannibal Reginald Cutting, Fred Cyr, Daniel

The second annual Maine Day Parade is planned to include even
more novelty and color than the initial exposition held last spring,
according to Russ Meade, chairman. About twenty-five floats are
expected to represent dormitories, fraternities, and other organiiations.

Included in the parade but not entering into competition, will be a haphazard vehicle entered by members of
the faculty and administration, Meade
added. Competition will be divided to
supply a contest for both men and
women, with entrants in each division
seeking to win "The Dakin Banner."
These banners, one for each group,
are presented by Dakin's Sporting
Goods of Bangor and will remain in
competitive circulation until one organization wins it for the second time.

Beside the winners two honorable
mention floats in each division will be
chosen.
The judges committee is composed
of Miss Nancy Libby, Miss Marguerite
Musgrave, Mr. Vincent Hartgen, Mr.
Frank Dalton, and Mr. Philip Brockway. President Hauck will serve as
chief judge and chairman of the group.
The winning float will be the most
original and the most fitting to the
combination theme of University History, College Life, and The Maine
Stein Song.
Of interest along the line of the
P. Davis, James Davenport, Bob
Davis, Carol Farrow, Gerald Grady, parade will be the special conveyances
of the Mayoralty candidates and a
Paul Guiou.
special float presenting The University
Philip,A. Hall, Trudy Harriman,
of Maine's three queens: Calico Queen,
Beverly Heal, Lefty Homans, ElizaGladys Armstrong; Carnival Queen,
beth Hopkins, Elinor Horton, Paul
Nancy Kelley; and Honorary Lt.
Kimball, Clinton A. Jordan, Stan
Colonel, Ruth Ellingwood.
Lavery, Beryl L. Leach, Frank Tillou,
The float parade committee, Gitlny
Orin H. Lowe, R. M. Ludwig.
Norton, Elwood Beach, Claire LeClaire Lynch, Jane Metcalf, Mary
vasseur, Wendy Hodgkins, Jo Josslyn,
S. Mitchell, J. M. Murray, Edwin H.
and Russ Meade, plan to hold the
Pert, Perleston L Pert, Judy Phillips,
parade rain or shine and ask all parDean T. Pillsbury, Raymond A. Porticipants not to alter their plans even
ter, Charles Shields, C. Spencer
if weather is poor.
Stremlau, Robert Tuttle, Guy WheelLast year, Lambda Chi Alpha took
ock.
first place with a large paper stein,
Project No. 10,
while Beta Theta Pi and Austin's
Construction of Walk, East of
Trailer Court received Honorable
Mention.
Aubert Wing
Leaders: Jasper Bull, Barbara Hart
Fred Breslin. Robert Croissant, Phil
Dennis, George Earle, E. Fithode,
Sally Herrick, Kuo Ying Huang,
Nancy Kelley, Dave MacDonald.
things going
Rodney McConkey, Roger Mallar, There will be so many
on in so many places on Maine Day
Mary More, Sylvia Morneault, Absingle person cannot hope to
bott Mosher, Hale Reed, Joan Reed, that a
everything.
attend
Walter Rule, John Standeven, Pat
Thirty-five outdoor projects plus
Turner.
many departmental projects will keep
Project No. 11
everyone busy during the morning
Con.truction of Walk. South of hours. The afternoon, with floats,
Rogers Hall
mayors, and a busy baseball diamond,
Leaders: Dick Noyes, Helen Strong also promises to be full.
Highlights of the three-day period,
Anthony Chiaravelotti, Herbert
7-May 9 are:
May
China, Ralph Cifizzari, Bob Dinsmore,
Harold Hyde,.George Jacobs, Dick MONDAY, MAY 7
Lambert, Jean Palmer, Joan Rus- 7:30 p.m.—Interfraternity Sing,
Memorial gym
sell, Joanne Thorne.
TUESDAY, MAY 8
Project No. 12
7:30 p.m.—May,)ralty Speeches,
Construction of Walk, Northeast
Memorial gym
of Winslow
9:00 p.m.—Free stag dance,
Leaders: Roger Brown, Lois Hunter
Memorial gym
Margery Bayer, Merton Billings. WEDNESDAY. MAY 9
Dave Carey, Emerson Colby, Randall 7:30 a.m.—Iireakfaq (dorm resiCole, Sid Cronsberg, Reginal Deering,
dents)
Gilman Dube, Cynthia Dunham, Hen- 8:15-12 a.m.—Projectc
ry Dyer. F. W. Eaton, Mary Gerrish, 1:30 p.m.—Float parade
John Glew, Conrad Grant, Herbert 2:15 p.m.—Mayoral inauguration
Gray.
1.ibrary steps
George Hill, J. Jewett, Norma Jose, 3:30 p.m.—Baseball—MainePatricia King, Jaakko S. Lassila,
Chuck McCluskey, Norman Pelletier, 8 p
C.
om
lb
.y—Student faculty skit,
(ConSinuttf on Page Three)
Memorial gym

Activities
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Maine Day Tradition
Originated In 1935

04.
0

The float parade will form along the road from the heating plant to the bookstore, according
to the float parade committee. All additional floats may fall in during the parade.

19:6 saw the beginning of another
fine campus tradition—Maine Day. On
May first of that year, under Carl
NVitham's chairmanship, the students
at Maine worked on thirty assorted
projects. That morning the lawns
were raked, trees planted, chemistry
equipment overhauled, a hammer and
discus throw constructed, and other
cleanup tasks accomplished.
In the afternoon of that first Maine
Day, competitive teams ran relay races
which the Campus stressed as not "too
strenuous." The evening, as is still
the custom, was taken over for entertainment. President Hauck starred in
a burlesque opera, "The Lamentable
Tragedy of Julius Caesar." The students presented skit,s by classes.
This first Maine Day also saw the
first campus mayor elected from a
slate of nine candidates.
The success of the first Maine Day
entrenched the tradition which is still

THIS MAINE DAY
—It's a good idea
Think, as you work,
How many man hours
It takes to keep
This campus the way it is
Perhaps this way we can realize
How much it costs
To maintain it

University Store Co.
Campus

Or

Orono, Maine. May 3, 1951

followed. In 1937 the evening entertainment was increased by a skit prvsented by the janitors.
Sunday was chosen to be Maine
Day in 1938. A special edition of the
Car4pits listed the projects and mayor
platforms of what was termed as the
"cleanest Maine Day and dirtiest
mayor campaign." The afternoon featured a mock olympics with the student body divided into 20 teams representing different countries.
Maine Day, 1940, was limited to a
treeplanting ceremony and sports
events. A Clean Work Clothes dance
was the order of the day in 1941 when
four mayoralty candidates clamored
for attention. In 1943, 600 workers
turned out'for an entire day of cleaning the campus.
The tenth anniversary of Maine Day
was unique in history since the work
teams were kept from their projects
by a heavy snowfall. Ice floes were
used that evening in the faculty production of Uncle Tom's Cabin.
Two years ago, outdoor projects
were cancelled when a downpour was
inaugurated along with the mayor. At
that time President Arthur A. Hauck
was presented with a student scholarship in honor of his 15th year as President of the University.
Last year, Maine Day was highlighted by the planting of an Alaskan
birch tree. The tree was the gift of
the students of the University of Alaska .as a token of friendship. The tree
was planted between the Administration building and Holmes Hall.
John Stimpson. last year's chairman,
tenoned that 1950 Maine Day attendance was the biggest since the founding
ni tl•• event sixteen years ago. .
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Maine Day Set
For Wednesday
Maine Day is less than a ‘‘cek
Next Wednesday. May 9, is the date
which has been set for the University's
gala springtime frolic.
But the fun won't wait for Maine
Day this year. Activity begins on Monday, May 7, with the daytime opening
of the mayor campaign. Monday night
will witness the Interfraternity Sing,
set for 8 p.m. in Memorial Gym. A
trophy donated by the Ohio Alumni
Association will go to the winning
fraternity.
Tuesday will see more mayor campaigning, with the finale set for 8 p.m.
in Memorial Gym. There candidates
will make their final stands and present their biggest shows. Voting will
take place in the gym immediately
after the rally, and a free stag dance
there will complete the evening.
Maine Day itself. Wednesday, will
open at 7:30 a.m. with the exchange
breakfast. Projects are scheduled for
most of the morning, beginning at
8:15 a.m. Through the courtesy of the
Bookstore, refreshments will be served
to all workers.
The float parade will lead off the afternoon at 1:30, with the parade route
planned to encircle the mall. Prizes
will be awarded to the best floats.
The inauguration of the new mayor
is scheduled for 2:15 p.m. in front of
the Library.
A baseball game with Colby. set for
3:30 p.m.. will wind up the afternoon.
The Maine Day Skit, planned for R
p.m. in Memorial Gym, will bring
Maine Day to its official close. The
student and faculty cast has a one-andone-half-hour show on tap, and the
welcome mat is out.
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Students And Faculty Respond To Call For Maine Day
(Continued from Page One)
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Parbara Pillsbury, Robert H. Smith,
Jane Stevens, Colby Swan, Robert
Toth, Carver Washburn, Laurence
Whitney, Marjorie Woodman.
Project No. 13
Work on Shrub Beds
Leaders: Don Smith, Ellen Stratton
Don Anderson, Dot Casey, Sarah
Craig. Catherine Howe, Pat Huddleston, Harold Hugo, Odysseus
Karayianis, Jim Lumsden, Douglas
McLelland, Bob Parsons, Virginia
Reed, Frank Schaible, Richard A.
Simmons, Jacquie Thomas, Charlotte
Tripp, Kenneth Williams.

Project No. 20
Development of Stillwater Picnic
Area
Leaders: Craig Wark, Joan Pray
Joseph Biron, Carl Bridges, Thomas
Conners, Paul Coughlin, Mary Jane
Crockett, Ruth Curtis.
"Paulie Davis, Marilyn Dennett,
Charles Furlong, Jan Haley, Lynne
A. Holden, Austin G. Thompson,
Clinton Tripp.

Harry Richardson,
H. Oak, Frances Pratt. Carolyn SimpCynthia Pierce
son. Riley Stevens. •
Donald Anderson, James I. Boyle.
Project No. 23
Robert P. Brown, Carol Douglas, ElPaintin
Guard Rails and Fence
g
len Economy, Eben Freeman.
Posts
Carolyn Gerrish, Barnaby McAusLeaders
:
John
Moore,
Nancy Knowles
Ian. Earl Naugler, Chester Perkins,
Barbara Anderson. Janice Boyce.
R. D. Tuttle.
Watrous.
Pat Brown, Christine Danes, Jean
Project No. 22
Dwyer. Joan Dunton, Joan Hall, Jean
Development of Aggie Picnic Area Hoyt. Tillie
Laverty, Mavorite McLelLeaders: Jack Babson. Pat Hashey lan.
Project No. 21
R. Adams, Sam Allen, Jr., Glenice
Ruth Partridge, Alioe Purdue, Pei,
Development of Picnic Area near Bates, George Benoit, Leslie Boothby.
Raymond, Lillian Sargent, Nancy
Great Works
Bill Hatch, Murray Mahany, Mary Schott, Loretta White.
Marjorie
Wylde. Martha Jean Wyman.
r.:

Interfraternity Sing

Project No. 27
Work at So. Apartment.
Leaders: Mr. & Mrs. Howard kicker
All residents.
Project No. 28
Work at Cabin and Trailer Areas
Leaders: Mr. & Mrs. Seymor Card
All re:.idents.
Project No. 29
Work at Elms
Leaders: Sewall Hobson, Jo Josslyn
Thomas Ambrose, Joe Bernard, Bernard Deshaies, Bob Mullen, Ronald
Perry.
William Rochon, Earl Tibbetts, Ed
Wixson, Tolford Young, All the Elms
Girls.

Project No. 24
Project No. 14
Work on Cross-Country Area
Leaders: Dick Dow, Mary Snyder
It
g and Cutting Trees Around
Project No. 30
Memorial Gymnasium, Monday, May 7, 1951-7:30 P.M.
Thomas Brigham, Les Leggett. B. Tear down Handbal
Heating Plant
l Backboard
Noyes. Paul Ross, Bob White.
Leaders: Winfield Grant,
Master of Ceremonies: Russell Meade
by South Estabrooke
Mary Ellen Chalmers
Leaders: Tom Lydon,
Project No. 25
Btib Adams, Earlyne Blackstone,
ALPHA GAMMA RHO—John Findlen
Dolores Amergian
Work on Tennis Courts
Dick Brown, Jim Holland, P. Jean Song of Loyal Brotherhood
Mozart Leaders: Ben Blanchard. Joan Huston Al Bancroft, Constance Berry, K.
Kincaid. I.owett Knight, Paul Leon- Stouthearted Men
Hamilton, Richard Harrington, Frank
Romberg Dolores Bell. John Canavan
. John
ard, Edith Pierpont, H. Plummer,
Kenney, Carl Druse.
Domenico, Roberta Gagnon. Bob HarEleanor Thomas.
BETA THETA PI—Cedric Joyce & Vaughn Twaddel
Zinas Mavodones, Dalton Newell,
mon,
Dwight Holmes. Robert MacThe
Beta
Marseill
aise
Dick
Porter, Walter Pease, Joe ZaScott
DeL
&
isle
Project No. 15
Taggart, Ralph McGibney, Andrew
The Battle of Jericho
briskie.
Barthol
oniezv
Work on Botanical Gardens
Norton, Jane Noyes, Ernest Sutton,
Leaders: Dick Sweetser,
Phillip Ward.
Project No. 31
DELTA TAU DELTA—David Collins
Ski Tow Development
Connie Lincoln
Our Alma Mater
Mezoian
Project No. 26
Carroll Akeley, Joan Ames, Richard John Peel
Andrews Work on Vi-onten's Athletic Field Leaders: Grady Ericson, Dick Hatch
Anderson, Jean Bagley, Lawrence
Joe Albee, John Bragol, Bob Crosen,
Leaders: Bill Hirst, Connie Lawley
Bailey, Kenneth Barnard, Joyce ChipBill Cummings, Robert Fogel, John
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA—Owen Smith
Rosemary Carlin, John Cerstvik,
man, Margaret Cook, G. R. Cooper, All Hail to Lambda Chi & Sweetheart
George, Bill Johnson, Bill Perham,
Song
Lew
Clark.. Mark Cohen. Jane DunFern Crossland. C. 0. Dirks, Harry You'll Never Walk Alone
Horace Quick, Allan Smallidge.
Rogers bar, Gilbert French.
Henderson, John Hewitt, Ernest HilFred Hutchinson. Larry Mahaney,
Project No. 32
ton, Ed Huff, F. Hyland, Wendell
. PHI ETA KAPPA—Bruno Caliandro
James
McLean. J. Thomas Marchi.
MOC Water Line
Joy. Paul Judkins.
0 Alma Mater Glorious
Sprague Gloria Parella. Rachel Smith. Harold Leaders: Art
Scheifier, Lois Welton
Voncille Leonard, Adam W. Leight- This is My Country
Jacobs Thomas, Dione Williams.
(Continued on Page Four)
ton. Elizabeth Leighton. Hilda Lesch,
Jane Littlefield, Jane I.ongley, DoroPHI MI: DELTA—John Gerry
thy Merrill, Robert Olsen, Charles Phi Mu Delta Song
Pray, Judy Ripley, Jean-Paul R. The Halls of Ivy
Russel/ cc'7' Knight
Roberge, Hans Schirrman, Roger
Seeley. Valerie Smith. F. H. SteinSIGMA ALPHA EPSILON—Philip Haskell
•
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Medley
metz. Denny Vamvakias.
Project No. 16
Pruning Tree-. on West Side of
C.ampu. Near Highway
Leaders: Fred Bigney,
Adelaide Grant
Ruth Drysdale, Jeanne Frye, Ronald
Gendron, William Grove, Marilyn
Harmon, Elwin Macomber, Dave
Smith.

America, the Beautiful

If'ant

SIGMA CHI—Thomas Fogler
Dry Bones
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi
SIGMA PHI EPSILON—Frank Tillou
Sigma Phi Epsilon Anthem
Dancing in the Dark

Gearhart

IS THE Ti
TO

Scott
Schwartz

E LP TO

$23

SIGMA NU—Norman Anderson
A Little Close Harmony
White Star of Sigma Nu

Project No. 17
O'Hara
Cut Down Maple Tree Between
Beta Theta Pi and College Ave.
Leaders: Arthur Reynolds,
THETA CHI—Richard Boss
The Peat-Bog Soldiers
Bev Pettingill
it -alter
Jan Bannister, Robert Boothby, Theta Chi Medley
Harry Easton, Elliot Hawkes, Jr.,
COMMITTEE
Sylvia Johnson, Mary A. Littlefield,
Paul Marcoux, Mary E. Murphy,
President Arthur A. Hauck, Chairman
Robert Pidacks, Theodore Sparrow,
Dean Elton E. Wieman
Sidney 0. Young, Jr.
Mr. James A. Gannett

JUDGES

Mr. Charles F. Bragg, Bangor
Project No. 18
Mr. Howard M. Goodwin, Bangor
Forestry Memorial Projects
Mr. Thomas H. Hill, Bangor
Leader: Wesley Marple
Mr.
James E. Mitchell, Bangor
K. B. Ashman, Martha Barron,
Jeanette Bishop, Gordon Chapman, The trophy for the
contest is donated by fife Ohio Alumni Association
Ed Chilman, C. Coffin. Robert Hampson, John Hunter, A. G. Randall.
Charles Saboites, Carl Seaward, Jr.,
Hans Schirrmann, Robert Smith,
Doris Toabe, K. B. Ward, Jack Wood.
Project No. 19
Cleaning Forest Area North of
Athletic Field
Leaders: Cliff Swenson. Barb Jackson
Mary Bayliss, Al Bingham, David
Brink. John Broshkevitch, Ralph
Clark, Randall David, Al Fernald,
Mark Getchell, Wayne Gile, Charles
Guise. James Hall. Louise Harrington. Chester Harris.
Virginia Harvey, Arthur Hauck.
Paul Higgins, Joyce Hobbs, Len Horton. William Keswick, Betty LaFurley, Edmond I-Arun, Neil Nilson,
Hanna Norton, Merle Noyes, Melissa
Parker, Robert Plissey, Brian Simm
•

PILOTS GRILL

REGULARLY
UP TO

$53

Now 29.95
FAMOUS MAKES

Shirts

Outer Hammond St.

Opp. Dow Field
BANGOR, ME.

"FAMOUS FOR QUALITY FOOD"

rr e eater

to l'arties and Banquet.

1.98 to 4.98

FREESE'S ifEIS SHOPS
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Maine Day Skit
Will Tell Story
Of'Show Biz'
Plans and preparations for the
Maine Day skit are near completion.
Both the student-faculty cast and 'the
planning committee have expressed
feelings that the homespun extravaganza will be ready for the critics at
curtain time Wednesday.
The skit will climax the activities
of Maine Day, and is scheduled for
8 p.m. in Memorial Gym. The show
is to have one performance only.
Earlier announcements have revealed that the skit will bear the title
"Three Thousand S.B.," and will tell
in touching manner the history of
show business down through the years.
In an exclusive interview early this
week. Nancy Knowles, chairman of the
skit committee, announced that the
rest of the story can now be told.
"Now it can be told," she said.
The entire skit, according to the
chairman, is expected to be an hour
and a half long, and will be in eight
parts. Each part will portray a phase
of theatrical history.
Snort Skits Will Open Program
The first three parts will be short,
and will tell of the earliest beginnings
of show business. In order, they will
be the Cave Scene, tile Egyptian Scene.
and the Aztec Dancers.
Part four will be a Greek tragicomedy, enacted by members of the
faculty. Based on the Greek play
"Alcestus," it is written and directed
by Russell Woolley of the speech department.
Principals in this story of royal life
and strife in ancient Greece will be
Dr. Arthur A. Hauck. as the King,
and Miss Eileen Cassidy, of the physical education department, as the Queen.
After the Greek play, three more
short scenes will be staged. They will
be the Minstrels, the Shakespearean
Era, and the Victorian Melodrama.
Last on the program will be the
presentation of the "North Atlantic,"
a modern-day musical show. Written,
directed, and performed by students,
it has—at least to the casual observer
—marked similarities to a well-known
musical show now pulling 'ern in on
Broadway.
According to Miss Knowles, the
music for "North Atlantic" was composed by two off-campus people, Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein
III. Lyrics and script were written by
Richard Rodgers, U. of M. student.
and Mrs. Martha E. Tate, house director at West Hall.
"North Atlantic," directed by Bill
White. is a tale e.f life and lcwe in the

Or
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Special Menu Planned
For Exchange Breakfast

Student-Faculty Work Crews
Accept 35-Project Challenge

It's "up in the mbrnin' and out on
the job" for projects workers on
Maine Day—but first they'll take time
out for an exchange breakfast.
The meal is scheduled for 7:30 a.m.,
and men and women students will eat
coeducationally in one of four dining
halls, according to their project assignments.
The breakfast will be served in
Balentine and' Estabrooke halls, the
Commons, and New Cafeteria. After
eating, students are asked to report
to their projects groups, on the mall,
no later than 8:15 a.m.
According to Jim Elliot, chairman
of the breakfast committee, a special
menu has been planned for the breakfast. He also pointed out that arrangements have been made for refreshments to be served to projects workers
during the morning.
Projects groups are assigned to
dining halls as follows.

Walter Anderson, Al Fernald,
George Hamlin, Robert Leroux, Jean
Libby, Harvey Lord, Leonard McGinnis. Bernard Mathieu.
Phil Nectow, Merle Noyes. Mary
Porter, James Rand, Peter Tandy,
Charlotte Troubh, Raymond Wallace.

geographical region of the same name.
Principals in this musical are Dick
Dennison, Dick Ayotte, Fluiter Floyd,
Lynn Hatch, and Dot McCann.
Narrator of the entire Maine Day
skit will be Russell Woolley, adviser
to the skit committee. Other members oi the skit committee are Dwight Frye, Hal Harmon,
Sid Folsom, Chet Cambell, Herb Merrill. Peg Given, Jan Pratt, Flutter
Floyd, and Dave Haskell.

Balentine : Projects No. 1, 3, 7, 11.
14, 17, and 18.
Estabrooke: Projects No. 4, 5, 6, 8,
9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, and 19.
Commons: Projects No. 2, 20, 21,
22, and 23.
New Cafeteria: Projects No. 24, 25,
26, 29, 30, 31, 32, 34, and 35.
Before the meal, Elliot said, students
will gather with their project leaders
at each dining hall. Both men, and
women students will be asked to show
their meal tickets before being served.
The dining halls will be open from
7:30 to 8 a.m. Dormitory authorities
have announced that no pick-up or
second breakfast will be served afterward.
The menu planned for the exchange
breakfast includes ham and eggs, muffins, cereal, doughnuts, orange juice,
coffee and milk.

.(Continued from Page One)

Project No. 33
Clean SRA Building
Leaders: Harry Henderson,
Ida Moreshead
Ruth Bartlett, Norma Bessey, Nancy Buchan, Mary Helen Fernald, Carolyn Fogg, Jean Grindle, Maurg Shue
Htoo, Annette Mann.
Eleanor Monet% Charlotte Moreshead, Lois Nason, Virginia Nickerson,
Chester Worthylake, Barbara Short.
William Strossman, S. Kennard Wiley, Jr.

ingston, Hugh McCormick, Greg Macfarlan, Neil MacLean.
Lloyd Mills, Rodney Moulton, Pat
Parsons, Margaret Paton, Gordon
Pendleton, Charles Perkins, John Randall, Sebina Regina, Penny Rich, Andrew Rines, Bob Rosen, Marjorie Robbins, Ronald Smith, Nancy Vazzella,
Elton E. Wieman.
Project No. 35
Clean inside Memorial Gym and
inside Field House
Leaders: Bill Lindquist, Dorrie Mayne
Warren Alieff, Ronald Anderson,
Valine Bickterman, Thomas Blan,
Doris Bohlin. Osmore Bonsey, Norman Bourget, Bob Carbonneau, Arthur Downing.
Eunice Doyer, Frank Foster, Sally
Hayden. Jane Ingraham. Mary Johonnett, Arlene Kidder, Jane Knowlton,
Barbara Ladd, Frances Levine, Nelson I.uce, Tom Monaghan, Norman
Moulton.
Jane ()Trion. Bob O'Connor, Janet
Oliver. Gloria Palmer. Sam Sezak,
Joyce Sprague. William Staol, Roger
Sullivan. Lois Treworgy, S. M. WOlace, Harold WoodbUry.

ta

Project No. 34
Work on Athletic Field
Leaders: Floyd Milbank,
Phyllis Atwood
Donald Chesebrough. Rolon Collins,
All Maine Day projects volunteers Sid Folsom, Bob Ganent. Bob Grover,
will be treated to refreshments some- Jerome Hallee, Jeanette Harvey, Ralph
Howard, Beth Leighton,. Hilda Livtime during their morning\ of work.
Manning the delivery trucks and passing out the refreshments will be Heidi
Ward. Mary Jane Crockett, Jackie
NfacFarlan, Barb Grover, Nancy
Whiting, Nat Tarr, Winnie Ramsdell,
Visit our New Stole
Dean Edith • Wilson, Jan Longley,
Jim Lumsden. Dwight Demeritt, and
Jim Elliott.

Chow Down!

Fishing Tackle

BURPEE-DAVIDSON CO.
HARDWARE

ORONO

Corner Mill & Main
Your needs ore here
•

For Stepping out this Summer...
Step into the BENTON

CHRYSLER CARE FORESTALLS WEAR

TRAINING MAKES THE
DIFFERENCE!
f
-?c• ..414p)

,
,a
0*

APPROVED

SERVICE

Special Projects
List Issued
In addition to the 35 regular Maine
Day projects to which students have
been assigned, the chairmen of the
projects committee have issued a list
of eight special projects. These are
mostly departmental and organizational in nature.
Assignment of students to the special projects is being handled through
the heads of the various departments
and organizations which are concerned. Workers on these projects
are not expected to take part in any
of the regular projects for the day.
The special projects are: I. Crosby
Laboratory; 2. Coburn Hall; 3. Department of Physics; 4. Maine
Masque Theatre; S. Radio Guild 6.
Department of Art; 7. Department of
Horticulture; B. Visual Aid and Curriculum Laboratory.

So neat ... so c-o-o-o-o-1...so easy-to-clean
... always a perfect match for casual
clothes. This quality white koolbuk
Mansfield framed in thick red rubber
is a must.Plenty of carefree comfort too!
Ask for the BENTON

-$10.00 for 89.00
--$11.95 for $11.00

\\.r. also carry a complete assortment of %shine dinticr ja('kct
tux. and accessories for rental or for sale.

Ben Sklar

Old Town

It's not enough for our mechanics to be skilled craftsmen. ChryslerPlymouth service standards require real engine experts . . .
specially trained in the latest factory-tested methods and machines.
They work with factory-engineered and tested MoPar replacement
parts so that you're guaranteed a perfect job every time . . .
whether it's just some simple adjustment or a complete overhaul.
We aim to take care of our own with Chrysler care that matches
Chrysler engineering ... always,

Murphy Motors, Inc.
Old Town, Maine
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Summer School Home Ec Club
Brings Notables HasOpen House
Here To Lecture

University Calendar

Professors Walter Creamer, Philip
Seal, Waldo Libby, and Walter TurnColby at U. of M.
FRIDAY, MAY 4
er. all of the electrical engineering deTHURSDAY,
MAY
19
Conference
England
3-7 p.m.—New
7•artment, attended a New England
n Craduate Education, Louis
7 p.m.—Tnn:hling Club,
Radio Engineering meeting in Boston
Oal:es Room
Women's Gym
:kora 21. Among papers read at the
4:30 p.m.—Tv.o-Year Agriculture 7-9 p.m.—Cheerleaders, Memorial meeting were two on radiological deGraduation, Little Theatre
Gym
fense.
9 p.m.-1 a.m.—Pan-Hel Formal,
Me:nodal Gym
Ba.ebell, Tennis, and Golf—
Rhode I:land at U. of M.
SATURDAY, MAY 5
8 a.m.-5 p.m.—New England Conference on Graduate Education.
Louis Oakes Room
7:30 p.m.—Faculty Arts Club,
Carneg,ie
Baseball—Bowdoin at U. of M.
SUNDAY, MAY 6
8-9-10-11 a.m.—Catholic Services,
Our Lady of Wisdom Chapel
9:15 a.m.—Episcopal Services,
SRA Little Chapel
11 a.m.—Protestant Services,
Little Theatre
7-9 p.m.—SRA Friendship and
Marriage, Louis Oakes Room
7:30-10:30 p.m.—Maine Day
Entertainment, Memorial Gym
MONDAY, MAY 7
3:45 p.m.—Faculty Meeting,
Louis Oakes Room
TUESDAY, MAY 8
7 p.m.—Square Dance, Women's
Gym
7-9 p.m.—WSGA, Carnegie
Committee Room
THIS CHEWY,
WEDNESDAY, MAY 9
Maine Day
CHOCOLATY CANDY
Basel01, Tennis, and Golf—
IS GETTiNG MORE

pproximately 25U gne:ts attended
the annual open house given by memA group of nine nationally known 'Tr.: of the Home Ecc,nomics Club at
educators will present a series of Merrill flail last Saturday afternoon.
lectures during the coming U. of M. Highlights of the affair were fashion
summer session according to Dean shows given for the visitors, home ecoMark R. Shibles of the School of nomics exhibitions, and
an institutional
Education, summer session director. tea room where cake and punch were
As in past years, students attending served by girls majoring
in foods.
the lectures will not be charged extra
The
displays
that
were
set up dealt
for the privilege. Neither will they
with
education.
designs,
home
furnishbe given course credits for attendance.
ings, home management, food, and
A list of this summer's lectures, extension
work. All work connected
together with the dates of their apwith the exhibitions was done by home
pearances, follows:
economics majors.
Dr. Galen Jones—July 6
A nursery school was in session
Director of the Division of Seconda- throughout most
of the afternoon.
ry Education, U. S. Office of EducaChildren of faculty members were
tion. He has served as an official of
taught by child development majors.
many professional organizations and
General chairman for the open house
is a frequent contributor to leading
committee
was Marilyn Cockburn.
educational publications.
Other
member-chairmen
of the comDr. Alice Keliher--July 9
mittee were Janice Cogswell, Helen
Professor of Education at New
Canty, Beth Chick, Mary-Ellen MichYork University. She is the author of
aud, Ann Preble, Mary Helen Oak,
many educational articles and publicaCarolyn Harmon. and Jeanne Frye.
tions, and is a well-known lecturer.
Dr. Thomas Hopkins—July 16
Professor of Education and curricu- Baby Clinic To Hold
lum specialist at the Horace Mann- Last SeIsion Saturday
Lincoln Institute for School ExperiThe last Well-Baby Clinic of the
mentation at Columbia University. He
is a well-known author and educator. year will be held in Merrill Hall at
12:45 p.m. Saturday. Mrs. Lois Wiles,
Dr. Stephen Corey—July 20
assisting Dr. Albert Fellows, Bangor
Executive officer at the Horace pediatrician, is
conducting the clinic.
Mann-Lincoln Institute at Teachers' Inoculations,
vaccinations, and physical
Coll:ge, Columbia University. He is examinations arc
offered to children
the author of several books and COP- of vetcran students
at the clinics, spontributes to thr. leading educational sored by the Mrs.
Maine club.
Mu Alpha Epsilon, honorary music
poblications.
Mrs. lViles has asked parents who society, has announced the initiation of
Dr. 'Wellesley Foshay—July 24
%,,-ish to :take clinic appointments for three new members. They are William
Professor of Education, Teachers' their children and have not yet
done so Clark, Richard Dennison, and Paul
College, Columbia U. and authority to contact her at Orono 456.
O'Neil.
on curriculum construction and delopment. He is also a contributor
to educational journals.
191141 LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS
Dr. Paul Witty—July 25
Professor of Education and Director of the Psycho-Educational Clinic
z
at Northwestern University. He is
an educational consultant and specialist
in the field of reading. He is a wellknown author and lecturer. too.
Dr. Roma Cans—July 30
Professor of Education, Teachers'
5
iy.N3
:
4,1471
B
M-a
5TRPN I)
College, Columbia University. She is
ORCNO
widely known for her ability as a
STRAIGHT"
"INSIDE
lecturer,
teacher,
and author.
Wed. & Thur.., May 2-3
David Brian, Arlene Dahl.
Dr. Jean Betzner--Autrust 3
Double Feature
Sullivan
Barry
"TRAIL OF ROBINHOOD"
Professor of Education, Teachers'
May 6, 7, 8,9
(Technicolor)
6:30-9:18
College, Columbia University. The
Roy Rogers, Penny Edwards
"THE MATING SEASON"
articles on education which she has
Plus
published are read by many educators
Gene Tierney. John Lund
"THIRTEENTH LETTER"
throughout the country.
Charles Boyer, Linda Darnell
Dr. James Umstattd—August 6
Professor of Education, University
Fri. & Sat., May 4-5
of Texas. He is frequently called to
"FRENCHIE"
numerous colleges and universities
DAN4.011
(Technicolor)
throughout the country as a visiting
2:30-5:30, 6:30-8:19
May 3, 4
Joel McCrea, Shelly Winters
professor in education. He is an
"LIGHTNING STRIKES
author and regular contributor to a
TWICE"
Sun. & Mon., May 6-7
number of educational journals.
Zachary Scott. Richard Todd.
"MA & PA KETTLE BACK
Ruth Roman
ON THE FARM"
Albert S. Noyes, Deputy Bank Com6:30-8:25
missioner, spoke to a Maine GovernAlso:
ment class here last Thursday. His
"MACARTHUR HOMEsubject was "State Regulation of
COMING'
flanking in Maine."
BANG011
Tuesday, May 8
•
•
N1:a 3
WHY PAY MORE?
"STAGE
TO TUCSON"
LONG PLAIING RECORDS
"VENDETTA"
(Technicolor)
(33'6 R.P.36.)
Faith Domergue
Rod Cameron, Wayne Morris
30% off
6:30-8:24
"BIG TIMBER"
Factory New! Every Record
Roddy .McDowall, Lyn Thomas
Guaranteed!
Vi.ed. & Thurs., May 9-10
May 4, 5
For FREE Complete Catalogue
Double Feature
and Pries List, write to:
"TILE REDHEAD AND THE
"SHORT GRASS"
ECORD HAVEN
COWBOY"
6:30-9:20
Stores
Rhonda Fleming. Edmond
Rod Cameron, Cathy Downs
(Dept. C)
O'Brien
Also
520 W. 48th St., New York 16, N. Y.
I "BOWERY BLITZKREIG"
"THREE HUSBANDS U. S."
If in N.Y.C. visit our
1,eo Gorcey
Eve A rden. Howard DeSilva
Midtown stores:
1125 6th Ave.-1143 6th Ave.Bijou and Opera Ifouse operate continuously from 1:30 to 11 o'clock.
1211 6th Ave.
Matinee Prices: 350 to 5 o'clock.
NM. ONI.,"•W
NNW,
gl*
,
,
I O

Enzineers Attend Meeting
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THE ENNI MODEL "SWIM" SUIT
Is LOST ITS
PC;FULARITY--

POPULAR EACH YEAR
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Cdy .5:
C olky Col:,
Waterville,

In Waterville,Maine,there is always
friendly gathering of Colby
College students at the Colby Spa.
And, as in college campus haunts
everywhere, ice-cold Coca-Cola
helps make these get-togethers
something to remember. As a refreshing pause from the study grind,
or when the gang gathers around—
coke belongs.
a

isk for it either way ... both
trade-marks mean Me same thing.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS, LNC.
0 1951, Th. Coco-Colo Company
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Forestry And Wildlife Students
Organizing Forest Fire Crew
A "hot-shot" forest fire crew is
being organized by students in forestry
and wildlife conservation.
This crew is being trained in the
functions of various parts of the fire
control organization, as set up by the
Northeastern States Forest Fire Compact.
Objectives for the crew are: to be
prepared to render assistance to the
State Forest Service in case of emergencies like the Bar Harbor Fire
of 1947 and the Greenfield Fire of
last May; to reduce the likelihood of
injuries on the fire line through proper
training; and to provide the benefits of
actual experience for those who will
be called upon to suppress fires as part
of their jobs after graduation.

Orono. Maine. May 3, 1951

University Society
Br FRANCES DION

The contemplated organization will
include a crew of four 10-man squads, 'Twas a comparatively quiet week
end hut there were several bang-up
each with a straw boss. They will
parties so here 'tis. On Friday evening
move progressively around the fire it was "go to hell with
TE.P" as 75
edge, building the control line with couples congregated at the second anmaximum efficiency. In addition there nual "Hades Hop." The interior of
will be power pumper operators, radio the house was decorated according to
men, first aid men, service men, and the theme with smudge pots outdoors
adding to the attime keepers.
mosphere. B o b
The Maine crew will be identified
by Maine Forester shoulder patches Litman was in
charge of the
and red hats.
elaborate refreshOutdoor practice scheduled for last
ments. Dancing
Saturday afternoon was cancelled bewas to the music
cause of rain. However, nearly 40
of a vie. Mike
students volunteered an hour of their
Posner, the new
time to attend an indoor demonstrasocial chairman,
tion, and to see a motion picture loaned
was in charge of the arrangements for
by the State Forest Service.
the dance. Chaperoning were Sgt. and
Mrs. William Klein and Mr. and Mrs.
Morris Rubin.
It was "Sound off-1, 2" at Beta
which held its Military Brawl. Over

Athletic Funds
,Derived From
Activities Fees

100 peaple came dressed in military costume dancing to vie music. The latter
part of the evening was devoted to a
jam session, the musicians being Jim
Murtha, Ced Joyce, Vaughn Twaddel, and John Jewett. Chaperons for
the dance were Mr. and Mrs. George
Ellis and Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Webber.

BY SID FOLSOM

Student fees annually provide between two-thirds and three-fourths of
the Athletic Department income according to figures released by the
Treasurer's Office.
The University Treasurer's report
Approximately 150 Daisy Mae and for the year ending June 30,
1950,
L'il Abner couples jammed into the listed the total Athletic
Department
ATO house for the annual Daisy Mae income as $94.717.67. Of
this amount,
Party. The house was decorated in a $73,008 was paid by students
through
cabin motif with characters from Dog- activities fees.
patch. Don Lord and his Dixieland
Of the $9.50 activities fee paid each
Band provided the music. At intermissemester by most students, $9.00 is
sion Doe Brannan, Dick Leclair, and
earmarked for athletics.
Vern Tozer entertained with a skit.
It was revealed earlier this year that
Bill Cummings and his date won the
$31,293
was the Athletic Department's
prize for the best costume. Chaperoning were Mr. and Mrs. Kern Jackson share of last fall's activities fees. Foland Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Jordan. lowing the February drop in enrollment, a slightly smaller figure is exLambda Chi was turned into a
pected to go to the department this
showboat which had a minstrel show semester.
Thus student fee allocations
Please place orders for Caps and Gowns
on deck. jokes, songs. and stunts were to
athletics for the present school year
all combined to make wonderful enter- will be
NOW
about $12.000 less than last
tainment. John Brewer acted as inter- year.
locutor. About 45 couples attended the
Other income to the Athletic Deaffair which was in charge of Dune
partment, according to Frederick S.
Carson. Mr. and Mrs. Sam Sezak
Eleven students were named to the
Youngs, University Treasurer, is deand "Mn" Sprague served as chaprived from guarantees on away games
All-Maine Women Society at the anerons.
and meets, ticket sales for home games,
nual banquet last Thursday. The new
Saturday night saw no organized sale of programs and
old equipment,
members are: Constance Berry, Janice fraternity parties although
there were concessions, and a certain sum approBoyce, Marguerite Floyd, Jeanne several informal dances.
priated by the Trustees.
Frye, Barbara Hart, Nancy Knowles, The girls, however, combined their
Last year. according to the TreasMary Jean McIntire, Margaret Mur- energy and put on a stag dance in
urer's
report, guarantees were worth
15'10 E)cchanqe Street • Bangor
ray, Jeanette Pratt. Martha Pratt. Estabrooke Hall which was very well
$2970,
ticket sales netted $14,186.50,
attended. Wonderful way to spend an
asurnanassesciumumsms, and Mary L. Snyder.
while the remaining items totalled
iisim moo gm= mmi elm mos e=o atAec MEM IMMO M:M
Mrs. Mary E. Snyder, associate evening. Plenty of fellas and girls,
$4,553.17.
professor of home economics, was too.
Athletic Department Expenditures
named as an honorary member.
for last year, given in the Treasurer's
Dean of Women Edith Wilson gave
report, totalled $94,505.73. This left
the welcome address at the banquet.
a balance close to $200, which was
Mrs. Barbara Aiken Sherman, dean
carried forward to this year's budget.
of the 'Women's division at Colby ColLast year's expenditures, listed by
lege, spoke on "What is Education for
(Continued from Page One)
Women?" Student speakers were Jo- Hayden, Regimental Commander: Lt. sports, showed the following figures:
anne Josslyn and Deborah Williams. Col. Richard W. Stillings, Regimen- baseball. $10,066.77: basketball,
Barbara Grover, president of the All- tal Executive Officer: Major Richard $9,095.23; football, $32,955.20; golf,
$1.771.25; track, $16,182.68; interMaine Women, was toastmistress.
W. Noyes. Regimental S-3 Captain
scholastics, $726.42; tennis, $1,794.04;
Alexander C. Leidy. Regimental Adjuwinter sports, $2,215.90; and adminisKneeland Heads Needle tant: 1st Lt. Edward P. Harvell. Asst. tration. $19,658.24
.
Regimental Adjutant.
Doug Kneeland and Jim Lumsden
It
was
pointed out by Ted Curtis,
Battalion Commanders—Lt. Col.
are new editor and business manager. Richard C. Swanson. First Battalion Faculty Manager of Athletics, as well
respectively, of The Pine Needle. The Commander: Lt. Col. Richard
as by Youngs. that the figures for a
A.
two were named at elections held by Wedcn. Second Battalion
given
sport represent the expenditures
Commanthe magazine's staff last week. A der.
in all phases of it. For example, they
partial list of other staff-members
Company Commanders—First Bat- explained that the track figure was
and their new assignments includes: talion, Capt. Frederick
P. Chick. Com- divided among freshman and varsity
George Liakakos, managing editor; pany "A"
Commander: Capt. Rich- indoor and outdoor track, and freshDon Stevens and Dave Getchell, make- ard L. Sawyer,
Company "B" Com- man and varsity cross-country.
up: Zeke Mavodones, art editor; and mander: Capt.
Edgar E. Gammon, It was also pointed out that the list
Ted Gross, Dick Stillings, and Jane Company
"C" Commander; Capt. of athletic department expenditures
Bellamy, literary board.
John H. Casey, Company "D" Com- did not provide for maintenance of the
a
• mander Second Battalion. Capt.James athletic plant, including heat, water,
If Vou'
re a student of relvation—ar.d tteck-ontling
C. Forester. Company "E" Comman- lights, and upkeep of the Memorial
is your nytin coun,e—then Van fien-on new Van
Boyd & Noyes, Inc.
der: Capt. Russell F. Taylor, Com- gym. Field House. and outdoor fields.
Gab sport shirts are the st.i,jef t for
pany "F" Commander: Capt. Charles These items come under the jurisdicJewelers
L. Varnum, Company "G" Comman- tion of other administrative departA. Gabardine sport shi,t
,Inart with
der:
Capt. Paul Flaig. Company "H" ments, and provisions for them are
First
Quality
Diamon
ds
contrasting vest),
-1 $2.95.
made from those departments' separate
Commander.
Exclusively
B. Pullot-er Teezt.r :"!
kr.itttH1
budgets.
co:tor. ttaisi
`z.
Towle Sterling Silver
Youngs said it was well to keep in
Dr. Herbert Edwards, assistant pro•••••••
C. Giif,r11::1
collar
mind,
in considering these figures,
fessor
of
English,
the
is
author
of
All standard makes
t
"Howells and Home," published in the that the Athletic Department receives
of Watches
current issue of American Literature. benefits from the Physical Education
25 Hammond St., Bangor
The article compares dramatist Horne Department, and vice versa. As both
center their activities about the athletic
to
novelist Howells.
•
plant, they make certain use of inter- -'77
locking programs and shared services.
7 I.
The trustee appropriation to athletI:
.-ror•
8.10
: NORTHEAST MC
VFISSITY
ics, Youngs added, constitutes a small ;
PHILLIPS-JONES COI: P.. NEW YOIZNI. N. Y.
portion of the Athletic Department's
(91 LAW
income. It is based, he pointed out, on
Admits Men and Women
the rental paid for Fernald hall by the
re" Ullral 7AAIRS s:-.i11117Z
••••
MeV =MP SEIM'
University Store company.
Day, Evening and Graduate Programs
He explained that the Bookstore
11
I
Registratio—Sept.
pays its rent to the University as a
1-50n
4-10,1!
05
Old
whole. Then, each year, the Trustees
Early application is necessary
Headquarters for VAN HEUSEN PRODUCTS Maine
appropriate an equivalent amount to
47 MT. VERNON STREETl;OSTON 8, MASSACHUSETTS 1
•SHIRTS
•PAJAMAS
•SPORT SHIRTS
athletics, the sum moving within the
Telephone K Eninore
• NECKWEAR
• WOLSEY SOCKS
sphere of the overall University
budget.
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Bear Facts
By

BEN TUCKER
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Page Seven

Trackmen t0 Defend State Title Saturday
To

Net Crew Bids
For YC Crown
On Home Courts

Baseball got up off its knees here
last Saturday, despite wind and overcast skies, to give the fans a double
shot of runs, hits, and errors. Track
was also among the events that came
under the crowd's critical eye at
Alumni Field. Let's drift back into
the past and see how these two sports
The Yankee Conference chamIf the Maine track team had a
fared in the days of chewin' tobacco pionship title for the Maine
tenstiff
assignment in edging past
and flyin' spikes.
nis squad hinges about tomorNew
Hampshire here this week
How did the Maine baseball teams row's match here at 1 :30 p.m.
end 705/2 to 6472, the task this
of the early 1900's stack up with the with Rhode Island, and after the
week end will be even tougher
present nines? That is a tough ques- last showing against the Rams,
when
the Bears attempt to retain
tion to answer, but we do know they Maine coach Doc Small feels contheir state crown in the annual
also made errors and traveled on the fident of taking the cup. The Pale
state meet at Waterville.
road. Their equipment was poor as Blue previously defeated Rhody
And when Maine fans think of the
compared Ivith that of the present 8-1 at Storrs.
state competition they automatically
squad. The catcher wore no shin The best that Rhode
Island can
refer, by tradition perhaps, to Bowguards. The players had woolen do now is tie for the
Yankee Condoin's Polar Bears. Down through
sweaters underneath their jerseys; ference lid, providi
ng it annexes
the years, Maine and Bowdoin have
the jerseys laced up the front and wins over the other
contenders
dominated the track show in the state
were tied at the neck in a bow.
which Maine already has beaten.
with the "Brunswick Boys" holding a
In 1902 the Maine baseball
Last Saturday's match against Verslight
edge. Bowdoin has won the
team on the state championship. mont was forfeited to the Pale Blue
crown
29 times while Maine has anThe squad played such teams as by the Catamounts thus giving
He
didn't
make it. Dom Cote, slugging expert for the
the
nexed the title on 21 occasions. Bates
University of Vermont, is put out at the plate by Maine catcher
Harvard. Wesleyan, Manhattan, Bears a clean sweep so far.
finished first a single time.
Red 'Wilson. Cote belted the ball to deep center field, ignored
and the New York Giants that
Ready to go for the big one will be
Bowdoin Strong
year. The N. Y. National League Ben Blancha
the third base coach's holdup signal and attempted to stretch the
rd. Pale Blue captain and
Again this year, Bowdoin will be
team defeated the Maine unit number one
wallop
into a home run but was cut off. He collected five hits
man on the squad, who is
powerfu
for
l, and the Polar Bears have
7-2.
six
times
bat
at
in the seven-inning double header. Maine
looking for the individual Yankee Cona
split
well-bal
with
Vermon
anced squad. Probably one
t.
—Photo by Longley
An account of a baseball roadtrip ference cup, himself. He has won
of the best phases of competition this
ran thus: "Owing to the inclemency every single and doubles match so far.
year will be in the weight events where
of the weather, but one out of a series According to Small, Blanchard has a
both
Maine and Bowdoin are strong.
of four scheduled games was played. better-than-average chance of being inIn this game, the team took on a dividual YC titleholder.
Indications from Bowdoin's times
batting streak, even the tail-enders
this year in the dashes make it appear
Besides Blanchard the team infattening their averages with two hits, cludes Paul Peterso
that the Polar Bears have an edge
n, number two;
and Willie Towse made it necessary Bill Bird, number
in this department. But Coach Chesthree; John DoBY CURT BURRELL
to recover the ball with a beautiful menico, number
Maine's slim chances of remaining in contention for the Yankee ter Jenkins has been pleased with
four; Dick True,
home run."
number five; and Bob LePage, number Conference baseball title may well be decided here tomorrow after- the improvement of several of his own
This same year Maine opened six.
noon when the Bears face powerful Rhode Island in a game st for dash men, and with a break in weather
for practice, his speed merchants may
a state. s-rier, by defeating Bow- Maine Adds Oppone
3:30 p.m.
nt
doin. That evening the town woke
The Blue forces, defending Yankee Conference champions, a!- he able to improve sufficiently for the
Maie has recently added the Uniup. The faculty also woke up versity of New Hampshi
ready
have suffered two losses in YC competition, and this same big test Saturday.
re to its list of
and sputtered about using "mod- opponents, and the
Battle For Points
match is scheduled Rhody Ram nine holds an earlier victory over Maine.
eration in celebrations." Bates for May 15.
Experts predict it will again be a
Coach Mike Lude will lead with
was the next victiro on the schedIn last week's tryouts for the Frosh,
hurler Blaine Trafton against Rhode race for points by the two teams, alule, going down to defeat 9-4.
Coach Small announced that the team
Island tomorrow and will counter with though the points picked up by Bates
In this game "Polly" Russell of
and Colby will be a determining fachas been cut to eight men. They are:
For the convenience of our readers, vc teren Marty Dow in Saturday's tor in the final results. Bowdoin
Bates fell asleep in deen center
is the
Ken Bernard, Bill Feyler, Skip Hall,
here is a compact sports menu for the tussle. Both pitchers worked in the current New England champio
field and a fly bail came near
n
while
Bob Irish, Mark Lieberman, Nelson
twin
bill with Vermont last week end,
comin7, week:
proving fetal to him.
Luce, Art Traub, and Marshall Weeand although Trafton was handled Maine holds the state crown. Last
BASEBALL
Maine's defending state champion man.
rolIghly. it is expected that he will be year the Bears beat out Bowdoin in
Friday,
May
4—Rhod
e
Island
track team did a fine job in edging
at
A tentative schedule for the Freshall set for the Rams. Dow's record for the state encounter only to finish beOrcno-3:30 p.m.
hind the Polar Bears in the New
powerful New Hampshire last Satur- men will include matches
the season is 2-2 while Trafton has
with PortSaturday, May 5—Eowdoin at Orono
England
s.
day. Milbank, Pale Blue weight ace. land Junior College, Ricker
won two of three contests.
Classical
—2:30 p.m.
set a new University shotput record Institute, Portland high, Bangor
Those who Jenkins will be counting
high,
In addition to the Yankee ConferMonday, May 7—New Hampshire at
with a heave of 47 feet 11% inches. Houlton, and possibly Hebron.
on Saturday include Floyd Milbank,
ence
loss
from Rhode Island. Maine
Durham, N. H.
Bear two-miler Dow ran the fast time
dropped its second circuit tilt to Ver- Dick Dow, Prescott Johnson, Dick
Wednesd
ay,
May
9—Colb
of 9:58.6 while Johnson tossed the
y at Orono
mont when the Bears split a double- Gordon, Jack Wathen, Ray Cox,
3:30 p.m.
hammer 170 feet 1011
George Weatherbee, Al Leighton,
2 inches, both
header with the Catamounts.
setting new field records. At BrunsHarry Easton, Barney McAuslan, and
TRACK
Dow Stars
wick on the same day, Bowdoin's Bill
Saturday, May 5—State Meet at
Mac Osborn.
Right hander Marty Dow hurled
Seffens tossed the javelin 208 feet
Waterville—trials, 9 a.m.; finals,
Forty-six candidates for next fall's
and batted Maine to a 4-2 win in the
10V2 inches for a new state record. varsity football
1:30 p.m.
squad, including 13
first
game. Dow slammed a double
This latter feat exceeds the New Eng- varsity men, brought
TENNIS
spring practice
in
the
fourth stanza, sending two
land Intercollegiate mark by nine feet. to a close here last
Saturday with a Friday, May 4—Rhode Island at
mates
across
the plate. Maine colAt the Maine Intercollegiate track 90-minute scrimmage game.
Orono-1 :30 p.m.
lected three hits. while Vermont
meet in 1902, Lawrence of Maine won
Coach Hal Westerman had a word Wednesday, May 9—Colby at Orono
pounded out seven safeties, one of
the two-mile run with the time of of praise for the squad as a
—1:30 p.m.
whole and
which was a home run by Dom Cote
Defending champion Connecticut
11:7.8. Denning of Bowdoin threw is optimistic about the
prospects for Thursday, May 10--Frosh vs. Ricker in the second inning with the sacks
again will be strong in the Yankee
the hammer 129 feet 11 inches which next fall. "I was very pleased
at
Orono
-1
:30
p.m.
with
empty. Dow. however, was effective Confere
nce Golf Tournament which
was a state record at the time, and he the overall enthusiasm and intensit
GOLF
y
in shutting off Catamount threats and will be
held here at the Penobscot
also copped a first in the shotput with with which the boys played," he
Friday,
May 4—Rhode island at
said.
struck out six.
Valley Golf Course Monday, May 7,
a toss of 38 feet 6I/2 inches. In those "The polish of teamwork was not
Orono
-1
:30
p.m.
at
In the nightcap. the Green Moun- starting
at 9 a.m.
days the javelin throw was not one of its peak, but that's because we
have Monday, May 7—Yankee Conference tain boys had it all their own way as
The Nutmeggers already have dethe events. There was, however, a concentrated mainly on individual
Meet at Orono-9 a.m.
Don McCuin. a effective southpaw, feated
Maine this season, but the Bears
two-mile bicycle race listed. Pratt of training."
Wednesday. May 9—Colby at Orono
shut out the Bears 6-0.
were
playing
Colby held the state record with a
without benefit of any
—1:30
p.m.
The hard fought battle brought forth
While McCuin was handcuffing intensiv
e outdoor practice. Last seatime of 5 minutes 4 seconds.
a number of fine prospects from among Wednesday, May 9—Frosh vs.
Maine batters with only four hits, son
Coach Charley Emery's golfers
Although track was an important the underclassmen and newcomers. In
Waterville High at OronoBlaine Trafton was being belted for a
finished
second in the Yankee Confercollege sport in the early 1900's, the addition to varsity men who partici1:30 p.m.
total of eleven safeties.
ence meet, but they annexed the state
times and distances recorded in the pated, those who showed well for the
title for the second straight year.
various events weren't too impressive newcomers were linemen Ted SparAccording to Ted Curtis, faculty
as compared with today's.
row, Ed Cianchette, Lew Clark, Mark
manager of athletics, four schools
Baseball, too, has taken long strides Lieberman. and Clay Beal and backs
definitely had entered by Tuesday
to save its shoes. No more do we see Ed Bogdanovich, Steve Novick, Ton, Freshman baseball
coach Hal The question mark at the present time afternoo
n. They are Maine, Connectithe player filing his spikes on an Thomas. Bob Wallace, Joe Garnean.
W;sxlbury is working with 27 year- remains with the pitching staff which cut,
Vermont, and Massachusetts.
emery wheel, no longer do we see the and John McCann.
ling candidates in preparation for the has been cut to six men. They are Rhode Island will not
sliding baserunner spitting tobacco
participate while
Jerry Clark, Jim Orin°. Ron Smith, no official reply
juice into the opposing catcher's eyes.
had been received
Two of Maine's all-time greats were season opener here May 11 against
Ernie Thebarge, and John Hewitt.
from New Hampshire.
and no longer do we see the tipsy Harry Richardson and Bud Lindsay Higgins Classical.
Practice
sessions
are
being
held
Captain Don Brown. Connie Bosstarting pitcher coming into the park who, in 1929, broke the national cross
Woodbury revealed that the Frosh daily for two
hours,
and
Woodbu
ry
worth,
and Walt Hewins, forming
just before game time. Why?
country record and tied for the indi- should have a good team defensiv
ely. appeared generally pleased with the the nucleus
of lettermen for this year's
Education. We've gone blue-blood. vidnal fir.t place.
and that the infielders will be fast. squad's progres
s to date.
team, will lead the Bears on the links.

Bowdoin Looms
As Major Threat
To Jen kinsmen

Rhody Tests Maine In YC Tilt;
Crucial Games To Start Soon

Your Sports Menu

Football Ends With
Note Of Optimism

Connecticut Given
Edge In Race For
YC Golfing Honors

Froch Baseball Starts Here May 11
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Lewlston High Leeds Graduates Subject To Induction 1Cub Nursery Makes Staff Changes
Mrs. Doris Steward has been elected
The group is planning a train exField In Annuol
Days
Entitled
To
30
Additional
rotary member of the Maine Cub cursion from Old Town to Orono on
Speech Tournament
Nursery School Board for the rest M:,y 29. Parents who are willing to
Lewiston high school led the field
at the Maine Speech Contest held here
last Saturday. A first-prize medal and
two second-prize medals were won by
Lewiston speakers during the day's
competition.
Nearly 200 high school students
were on hand for the contest, which
drew participants from 55 of the
state's high schools and academies.
The speech contest was sponsored
by U. of M., with arrangements handled by members of the Department of
Speech. Students and faculty-members
acted as judges. The competition has
been sponsored by the university since
1903.
Contestants were judged on eight
types of speaking ability, and first.
second. third, and fourth prizes were
..warded in each class.
In addition to Lewiston, five other
schools collected three medals each
during the contest. They were Stephens high of Rumford, Brewer. Water'. ille, Caribou, and Mt. Merici academy
Wztervi7-,

wake application for deferAll seniors who are eligible
oi the school year. Mrs. Ethelyn !,rovide transportation for the children
for the draft and have rement as essential workers.
Ferguson was chosen secretary, to re- to and from the stations have been
ceived postponements of inTo get the additional 30-day place Mrs. Joan Havey, who resigned asked to get in touch with Mrs. Keller
duction to finish this semester
postponement graduates must
are entitled to an additional
make application to their lo30-days postponement, John
ell draft boards. Lee recomF. Lee. chairman of the Facmended that such applicaulty Committee on Military
tions be made at once.
For the neck of April 30. 1951
Service, said this week. The
postponement
is
additional
Chemists To Hear Manon
To
being granted in order that
those graduates who wish to
Dr. Clyde W. Manon of Cornell
may secure employment "es- University will address the final spring
sential to the national health meeting of the Maine section of the
or defense effort."
American Chemical Society on SaturFor breaking the all time Maine shot pea record
Upon securing such employ- day. May 5, at 4 p.m. in 305 Aubert
ment graduates are eligible to Hall.
The recipient of this award is entitled to
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Applause greeted his words.
Father Ryan then left the room.
The topic for the evening discussion
had been. "Can Religion 'Fake the
Place of War in Solving the Conflict
Atiunig World Ideologies?"
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Em bassy Leader
Quits Platform
After Dis:.)ute
tie prir:inal
The
of
st.eakers trom a panel discussion last
night in the Louis Oakes Room
brought the 1951 Embassy Week program to a close.
With the words. "I'm an American!"
Father Frawis X. Ryan. C.S.P.. left
the crowded lecture room where he
had been occupying the platform with
Rabbi Milton Elefant. Hillel director
here. and Dr. Cecil Hinshaw of the
American Friends Service Committee.
A statement by Dr. Hinshaw, during the question period. to :he effect
that the "Iron Curtain" was not wholly Russian but at least partly American brought the Paulist to his feet.
"I can't sit here on the same platform while this man gives out to this
audience with what sounds remarkably like the party line." he declared.
"I'm going to leave. Call it ungentlemanly, call it bad manners, call it what
you will. but I cannot sit here in silence
while these things are being said."
Dr. Hinshaw had asked Father Ryan to say specifically Nt-hat points he
disagreed with.
Charles Lewis. a U. of M. senior,
had told Father Ryan from the floor
that American authorities in Germany,
where he was studying last year, had
made more difficulties than the Rus-ians when he attempted to visit the
Soviet Zone.
Father Ryan replied that the Iron
Curtain in Russia was the subject
tinder discussion, whereupon Lewis
accused him of evading the issue.
Then Father Ryan repeated a previous remark about Dr. Hinshaw's
sounding "like the Daily Worker."
Dr. Hinshaw replied that he resented
the implication and declared, "1 am not
a Communist and I do not ever intend
to become one."
Comments by Father Ryan were
interrupted when Lewis again rose
and said. "Remember, sir, this is Embassy \yea% We must he tolerant.

VoL

out experimental autoclaue polymerizations of condensation polymers: J. H.
Blomquist, Ph.D. Chemistry, Ohio State '91;
O.A.Bredeson,Ph.D. Chemistry, M.1.T.'41;
J.E. Waltz, Ph.D. Chemistry, Indiana '41.
Carrying

Research Takes the Long View
Fundamental studies are one
of the most important phases
of Du Pont research
Fundamental research is designed to
discover new scientific facts without
regard to specific commercial use.Yet
from it have come many products
of commercial significance.
At Du Pont, for instance, fundamental research has pointed the way

"products of tomorrow" will come
from the test tubes, flasks and
stills of the research laboratory, the
Du Pont Company recently expanded
its Experimental Station near Wilmington.In this thirty-million-dollar
addition, major emphasis is being
given to long-range and fundamental
research.
The enlarged Experimental Station with its 20 new buildings repre-

and Andamental research is emphasized the newly enlarged Du Pont Experimcnial Station near Wilmington. Photo: Acro Service Corp.

Where long-range

to products like nylon, the first
whollysynthetic organic textile fiber,
and neoprene chemical rubber, to
name only two.
Expanding for Tomorrow

With the expectation that still more

Examining an infra-red spectrogram of polyuinyl alcohol in connection with the fundamental physical characterization of the polymer: J. R. Downing, Ph.D. Physical Chemistry, Illinois '40, and D. G. Pye, Ph.D.
Physical Chemistry, Stanford '43.

sents one of the largest and bestequipped research establishments in
the world. Even so, less than half of
the Company's total research personnel is situated here. Du Pont laboratories in more than 25 other locations also carry on both fundamental
and applied research.
There are now about 800 technical
people engaged exclusively in research work at the Experimental
Station. Assisting them are 1,500
others,in technical and non-technical
capacities.The research people represent a wide range of training. Among
them are organic,inorganic,physical,
colloid, analytical chemists and biochemists; physicists and biophysicists; chemical, mechanical, metallurgical, electrical and electronics
engineers; plant pathologists, plant

physiologists,agronomists,entomologists, horticulturists and others
trained in biological science. In addition, there are specialists who
are not classified in any of these
groups.
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Free for Research

At the Du Pont Experimental Station every effort is made to permit
the research man to concentrate on
research. He is provided with the
most modern laboratory tools and for
theconstruction ofspecialequipment
he can call on a wide variety of services. These include machine shops,
carpentry,electrical, welding,instrument-making, and glass-blowing
shops. When the research worker
needs any service or equipment within the scope of these shops,it is provided for him.
At this industrial research laboratory,Du Pont scientists are devoting
themselves to extending the frontiers of science and creating "Better
Things for Better Living ... through
Chemistry."

DID YOU KNOW THAT.,.
Nylon come out of o fundamental research program begun in 1927. How-

miland operative investment to get into satisfactory commercial production.
ever, it took 13 years and $27

lion in
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... THROUGH CHEMISTRY
[- mentioning. Informative — Listen to "Cavalcade of
America.- Tuesday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast
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